Without the decisive support of non-Islamic organizations, secular intellectuals, and political forces on the ground, the creation of a theocratic regime in Iran and its consolidation could not be realized. Now in the thirtieth anniversary of the Islamic Republic, the open opposition of many influential clergies towards the way in which government is run under the present Supreme Leader and President Ahmadinejad, provides a new episode of 'opposition' within the theocrats' circles.
To put this paradoxical fact differently, it should be emphasized that no regime in Iran's modern history has produced so much 'opposition' within its own ranks and enjoyed the loyalty of its 'oppositions' at the same time. How could this paradox be explained?
Our paper tackles this issue by describing the peculiar type of social order under the Republic Islamic of Iran as ordered anarchy or "destructive coordination". Analysing the sources of this type of coordination, we proceed in two steps. The first is to question whether there has ever been a laic or secular movement in the recent Iranian history. The second consists in defining the institutional setup and recent dynamics of the Islamic Republic of Iran as a strange, if not unique, mutant of Huntington's Praetorian state, led by 'priests' and armed religious militants.
winning the "cultural" battle in civil society through a war of attrition. To put it in Gramsci's own words, "It should be remembered that the general notion of state includes elements which need to be referred back to the notion of civil society (in the sense that one might say that state = political society + civil society), in other words hegemony protected by the armour of coercion."
3 Interestingly enough the Iranian Shi'ite clergy first gained hegemony in the civil society and then conquered the coercive apparatus of the state. Despotism and Pseudo-Modernism, 1926-1979 (London: The Macmillan Press, 1981).
3) Exchange requires a specific institution, namely archaic markets, or a system of modern price-making markets.
It becomes clear that religious hierarchy has played an important role in both reciprocity and redistribution. For instance, the religious hierarchy in ancient Egypt constituted a centre through which the redistributive mechanism became functional in fields such as social insurance, education and social obedience. Similarly, the Christian Roman church provided a central bureaucracy, a hierarchical educational system as well as a social insurance in the midst of a fragmented political order in Western Europe. It was not by accident that in the old continent, the secular movement advocated both the separation of the state from church, and the separation of the two important institutions of the civil society notably the education and health systems, from the church. The Christian church as a mega institution has extensively contributed to another form of social integration, namely reciprocity through the internalization of informal rules of conduct, traditions and customs.
The Shi'ite hierarchy and the Central State
Unlike the Christian Roman church, the Shi'ite hierarchy in Iran was not a source of a unified Sur-e Israfil they were labelled ulama-ye su (false 'ulama) or tojjar-e din (traders in religion)
"who have no purpose than the cult of the self and love of leadership". But even Dehkhoda, took refuge in religion, when attacked by the reactionary forces, proclaiming that the "true Islam" is totally different from that of the 'ulama who have obscured the true spirit of Islam and created a theology which is nothing more than a concoction of "Greek, Indian, Chaldean 
Parallel institutions and destructive coordination
The conquest of the political power by a political block led by a clique of Shi'ite clergies was a new phase in the role of religious hierarchy in social integration and /or disintegration in Iran. Although, according to Polanyi, "redistribution" could be managed either by a central state authority or a religious hierarchy, the traditional Shi'ite religious structure could not be a source of centralization in post-revolutionary Iran.
The Shi'ite traditional hierarchy is polycentric. The principle of Ejtihad (the competence of the jurists to derive new legal norms from the sources of the "sacred law") associated with the Shi'ite Twelvers' jurisprudence, connotes the process of making a legal decision by independent interpretation of the legal sources, the Qur'an and the Sunnah (prophetic tradition Nevertheless, the 'jungle' has its own 'codes and laws', and one of its inviolable articles is what we find amongst the Mafia: "It is a fundamental rule for every man of honour never to report a theft or crime to the police."
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In the absence of 'public' protection, aggressive behaviour permeates all relationships among prisoners. Even when an inmate is confronted with an aggressive prisoner, it is advisable to act aggressively and accept the cost of giving a 'signal' for not being considered a coward.
Everyone fares better in seeking 'private' protection by joining a 'gang'. Retaliation emerges, thus, as a way to regulate conflicts. Costly 'signalling' and creating the 'reputation' of being a 'tough guy' is a prerequisite of rendering one's threat credible. Peace between prisoners is then nothing but a 'balance of terror'.
One can note that in the above mentioned example, destructive coordination is closely linked to the nature of prison as a social institution that destroys the vital space of individuals. Apart from this fundamental institutional failure, the lack of 'public' protection and the need for 
Constitutional and military theocracy
The seizure of power by theocrats has led to major changes in the Shi'ite traditional Leader. This tendency insists on "Islamic governance" and discards its "republican" aspect.
The second tendency is supported by some of the old guards and close disciples of Ayatollah
Khomeini, now in opposition, who draw their legitimacy from the polycentric Shi'ite traditional hierarchy as well as the "Islamic civil society".
Interestingly enough, the concept of civil society which was reintroduced into the lexicon of political scientists in the West after the collapse of the Soviet Union and the rise of prodemocracy movements in Eastern Europe was borrowed by the Islamic reformists in Iran after the end of Iran-Iraq war (1980) (1981) (1982) (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) . At the outset the Bonyads were acting mainly as authoritative financial resources of Shi'ite clergy and Bazaar merchants. But not long after the Iran-Iraq War, the IRGC also began its industrial and profit-making undertakings. In fact, President Rafsanjani's government encouraged the IRGC to use economic activities to bolster its budget. The corps took control of several confiscated factories and established the moavenat khod-kafaee (headquarters of self sufficiency) and moavenat bazsazi (headquarters of reconstruction). In 1990, the headquarters became the famous firm Khatam al-Anbia. The firm has been awarded more than 750 contracts in various construction, infrastructure, oil, and gas projects. Apart from its 44 Saeidi, Ibid., 484. The toddler secular movement, in spite of its numerical force and untapped capacity, has not been able to play its own independent role in the ongoing show of force as of now. The question is: is pragmatism going to triumph over ideology once again and this time with the real perspective of IRGC taking both the state and economy, or is it the secular current to standout and regain its rightful place in struggle against theocracy and for democracy? The
